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Chapter 5 - Microbial Nutrition
Sources of Carbon, Energy and Electrons

Nutritional Types of Microorganisms
• What are siderophores?

Types of Media Defined or Synthetic  Media

• All components 
and their 
concentrations 
are known
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Complex Media
• Contain some 

ingredients of 
unknown 
composition 
and/or 
concentration

Some media components
• Peptones

– Protein hydrolysates prepared by partial digestion 
of various protein sources

• Extracts
– Aqueous extracts, usually of beef or yeast

• Agar
– Sulfated polysaccharide used to solidify liquid 

media

Functional Types of Media
• Supportive or general purpose media

– Support the growth of many microorganisms
– E.g., Tryptic soy agar

• Enriched media
– General purpose media supplemented by blood or other 

special nutrients
– E.g., Blood agar

• Selective media
– Favor the growth of some microorganisms and 

inhibit growth of others
– E.g., Macconkey agar

• Selects for gram-negative bacteria
• Differential media

– Distinguish between different groups of 
microorganisms based on their biological 
characteristics

– e.g., blood agar
• hemolytic versus nonhemolytic bacteria

– e.g., MacConkey agar
• lactose fermenters versus nonfermenters

Isolation of Pure Cultures

• Pure culture
– Population of cells arising from a single cell

• Spread plate
• Streak plate
• Pour plate

1. dispense cells onto
medium in petri dish

2. - 3. sterilize spreader

4. spread cells
across surface

Spread-plate technique Appearance of a Spread Plate
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Streak plate technique

Chapter 6

Microbial Growth

Growth
• Increase in cellular constituents that may 

result in:
– Increase in cell number

• e.g., when microorganisms reproduce by budding or 
binary fission

– Increase in cell size
• e.g., coenocytic microorganisms have nuclear divisions 

that are not accompanied by cell divisions

• Microbiologists usually study population 
growth rather than growth of individual cells

Bacterial Cell Growth

• Growth in size (or mass, X) and number 
(N)

• Binary fission

2°   21 22 2n

n =  number of generation

n
oNN 2=

no increase

maximal rate of division
and population growth

population growth ceases

decline in
population
size

Batch culture - Culture incubated in a closed vessel with a 
single batch of medium
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Lag Phase
• Cell synthesizing new components

– e.g., to replenish spent materials
– e.g., to adapt to new medium or other 

conditions
• Varies in length

– in some cases can be very short or even 
absent

Exponential Phase

• Also called log phase
• Rate of growth is constant
• Population is most uniform in terms of 

chemical and physical properties during 
this phase

• During log phase, cells exhibit balanced 
growth
– cellular constituents manufactured at constant 

rates relative to each other

Stationary Phase

• Total number of viable cells remains 
constant
– may occur because reproductive rate is 

balanced by death rate
– may occur because metabolically active cells 

stop reproducing

Possible reasons for entry into 
stationary phase

• Nutrient limitation
• Limited oxygen availability
• Toxic waste accumulation
• Critical population density reached

Death Phase

• Cells dying, usually at exponential rate
• Death

– Irreversible loss of ability to reproduce
• In some cases, death rate slows due to 

accumulation of resistant cells

The Mathematics of Growth

• Generation (doubling) time
– time required for the population to double in 

size
• Mean growth rate constant

– number of generations per unit time
– usually expressed as generations per hour
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Microbial Growth 

• Key parameters are n, g, v, k, and t.
• n = number of generation
• g = generation time
• v = cell division rate (1/g, hr-1)
• k (μ) = specific growth rate
• t = duration of exponential growth (hr)

Unrestricted (Exponential) Cell 
Growth 
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Measurement of Microbial Growth

• Can measure changes in number of 
cells in a population

• Can measure changes in mass of 
population

Measurement of Cell Numbers
• Direct cell counts

– counting chambers
– electronic counters
– on membrane filters

• Viable cell counts
– plating methods
– membrane filtration methods

Counting chambers

• easy, 
inexpensive, and 
quick

• useful for 
counting both 
eucaryotes and 
procaryotes

• cannot distinguish 
living from dead 
cells

Electronic counters

• microbial suspension forced through small 
orifice

• movement of microbe through orifice 
impacts electric current that flows through 
orifice

• instances of disruption of current are 
counted
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Electronic counters…

• cannot distinguish living from dead cells
• quick and easy to use
• useful for large microorganisms and blood 

cells, but not procaryotes

Direct counts on membrane filters
• cells filtered through special membrane 

that provides dark background for 
observing cells

• cells are stained with fluorescent dyes
• useful for counting bacteria
• with certain dyes, can distinguish living 

from dead cells

Membrane filtration methods

especially useful for analyzing aquatic samples

Plating methods
• measure 

number of 
viable cells

• population size 
is expressed as 
colony forming 
units (CFU)

plate dilutions of population 
on suitable solid medium

↓
count number of colonies

↓
calculate number of cells in 

population

Plating methods…

• simple and sensitive
• widely used for viable counts of 

microorganisms in food, water, and soil
• inaccurate results obtained if cells clump 

together

Measurement of Cell Mass

• dry weight
– time consuming and not very sensitive

• quantity of a particular cell constituent
– e.g., protein, DNA, ATP, or chlorophyll
– useful if amount of substance in each cell is 

constant
• turbidometric measures (light scattering)

– quick, easy, and sensitive
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more cells
↓

more light
scattered

↓
less light
detected

The Continuous Culture of 
Microorganisms

• Growth in an open system
– continual provision of nutrients
– continual removal of wastes

• Maintains cells in log phase at a 
constant biomass concentration for 
extended periods

The Chemostat

• Rate of incoming 
medium = rate of 
removal of 
medium from 
vessel

• An essential 
nutrient is in 
limiting quantities

Dilution rate and microbial 
growth

Dilution rate – rate at
which medium flows
through vessel
relative to vessel size

note: cell density
maintained at wide
range of dilution
rates and 
chemostat 
operates best at 
low dilution rate

The Turbidostat

• Regulates the flow rate of media through 
vessel to maintain a predetermined 
turbidity or cell density

• Dilution rate varies
• No limiting nutrient
• Turbidostat operates best at high dilution 

rates

Importance of continuous culture methods - food and industrial microbiology

The Influence of Environmental 
Factors on Growth

• Most organisms grow in fairly moderate 
environmental conditions

• Extremophiles
– grow under harsh conditions that would kill 

most other organisms
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Effects of NaCl on microbial 
growth

• Halophiles
– grow optimally at >0.2 

M
• extreme halophiles

– require >2 M

pH
• negative 

logarithm of 
the hydrogen 
ion 
concentration

pH

• acidophiles
– growth optimum between pH 0 and pH 5.5

• neutrophiles
– growth optimum between pH 5.5 and pH 7

• alkalophiles
– growth optimum between pH8.5 and pH 11.5

Temperature

• organisms 
exhibit distinct 
cardinal growth 
temperatures
– minimal
– maximal
– optimal

Oxygen Concentration

need
oxygen

prefer
oxygen

ignore
oxygen

oxygen is
toxic

< 2 – 10%
oxygen
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Basis of different oxygen 
sensitivities

• Oxygen easily reduced to toxic products
– superoxide radical 
– hydrogen peroxide
– hydroxyl radical

• Aerobes produce protective enzymes
– superoxide dismutase (SOD)
– catalase

Pressure

• Barotolerant organisms
– adversely affected by increased pressure, but 

not as severely as nontolerant organisms
• Barophilic organisms

– require or grow more rapidly in the presence 
of increased pressure

Radiation

Radiation damage

• ionizing radiation
– x rays and gamma rays
– mutations → death
– disrupts chemical structure of many 

molecules, including DNA
• damage may be repaired by DNA repair 

mechanisms

Microbial Growth in Natural 
Environments

• Microbial environments are complex, 
constantly changing, and may expose  a 
microorganism to overlapping gradients 
of nutrients and environmental factors
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Growth Limitation by 
Environmental Factors

• Liebig’s law of the minimum
– total biomass of organism determined by 

nutrient present at lowest concentration
• Shelford’s law of tolerance

– above or below certain environmental limits, a 
microorganism will not grow, regardless of the 
nutrient supply

Responses to low nutrient levels

• oligotrophic environments
• morphological changes to increase 

surface area and ability to absorb nutrients
• mechanisms to sequester certain nutrients

Loss of Viability
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Biofilms

• Ubiquitous in nature
• Complex, slime enclosed colonies 

attached to surfaces 
• When form on medical devices such as 

implants often lead to illness
• Can be formed on any conditioned surface 

Biofilm formation

• Microbes reversibly attach to conditioned 
surface and release polysaccharides, 
proteins, and DNA

• Additional polymers are produced as 
biofilm matures

• Interactions occur among the attached 
organisms 

Biofilm microorganisms

• Extracellular matrix and change in attached 
organisms’ physiology  protects them   from 
harmful agents such as UV light and antibiotics 

• Sloughing off of organisms can result in 
contamination of water phase above the biofilm 
such as in a drinking water system
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Cell to Cell Communication

• Acylhomoserine lactone (AHL) is an 
autoinducer molecule produced by many 
gram− organisms

• Concentration present allows cells to 
access population density

• Process is called quorum sensing

Quorum Sensing

• AHL or other signal molecule diffuses 
across plasma membrane 

• At high concentrations it enters cell
• Once inside the cell it induces expression 

of target genes that regulate a variety of 
functions


